Beryllium isotopes in central Arctic Ocean sediments over the past 12.3 million years: 
Stratigraphic and paleoclimatic implications
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The upper 200 m of the sediments recovered during IODP Leg 302, the Arctic Coring Expedition (ACEX), to the Lomonosov Ridge in the central Arctic Ocean consist almost exclusively of detrital material. The scarcity of biostratigraphic markers severely complicates the establishment of a reliable chronostratigraphic framework for these sediments, which contain the first continuous record of the Neogene environmental and climatic evolution of the Arctic region. Here we present profiles of cosmogenic 10Be together with the seawater-derived fraction of stable 9Be obtained from the ACEX cores. The down-core decrease of 10Be/9Be provides an average sedimentation rate of 14.5 ± 1 m/Ma for the uppermost 151 m of the ACEX record and allows the establishment of a chronostratigraphy for the past 12.3 Ma. The age-corrected 10Be concentrations and 10Be/9Be ratios suggest the existence of an essentially continuous sea ice cover over the past 12.3 Ma.


1. Introduction

[2] Until 2004, the Cretaceous and Cenozoic paleoceanographic and climatological evolution of the Arctic region had been inaccessible with the exception of a few un lithified sediment sections of late Cretaceous and Eocene age from the Alpha Ridge, which had been exposed by erosion. These sediments contained abundant siliceous microfossils and high percentages of organic carbon indicating completely different environmental conditions and surface temperatures of polar waters reaching 15°C–20°C [Delagnese and Clark, 1994; Jenkyns et al., 2004]. In 2004 the IODP Arctic Coring Expedition (Leg 302) penetrated 428 m into the sediments of the central Arctic Lomonosov Ridge [Moran et al., 2006; Backman et al., 2008]. These sediments documented even higher temperatures reaching 23°C during the Paleocene/Eocene thermal maximum at 55 Ma [Sluijs et al., 2006]. The Neogene upper ~200 m section of the ACEX record is separated from the Eocene by a 26 Ma hiatus [Moran et al., 2006; Backman et al., 2008].

The Neogene sediments are similar in lithology to Quaternary Arctic Ocean sediments in that they consist almost exclusively of detrital sediments and, with the exception of a few occurrences of agglutinated foraminifera and dinoflagellate cysts, are essentially barren of biogenic materials [Backman et al., 2008; O’Regan et al., 2008], which renders the extraction of paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic information as well as reliable dating of this part of the record a challenge. Here we apply beryllium (Be) isotopes for both the establishment of a chronostratigraphic framework and for the extraction of information on the Neogene paleoenvironment of the central Arctic Ocean.

[3] Cosmogenic 10Be is produced by spallation of oxygen and nitrogen atoms through interaction with primary and secondary galactic cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere. The half-life of 10Be (T1/2) was determined to be 1.51 ± 0.06 Ma [Hofmann et al., 1987] but there is an ongoing debate on the correct value. Recent suggestions are in the range of 1.34 to 1.36 Ma [Fink and Smith, 2007; Nishizumi et al., 2007]. There are, however, some inherent problems with these recent results that need to be resolved [Fink and Smith, 2007], which is why there is no general agreement on a different value as yet. We therefore kept using 1.51 Ma in this study. The global average atmospheric production rate of 10Be was estimated at 1.21 ± 0.26 × 104 atoms cm−2 a−1 from precipitation collections [Monaghan et al., 1985/1986]. Depending on the applied methods, such as theoretical calculations [cf. Lal and Peters, 1967], ice core deposition rates [cf. Raisbeck et al., 1978], lake sediments [cf. Brown et al., 1987] there is a range of other estimates between 0.1 × 106 atoms cm−2 a−1 (from deposition rates in ice cores [Raisbeck et al., 1978]) and 1.6 × 106 atoms cm−2 a−1 (from precipitation collection [Somayajulu et al., 1984]).
The absolute value of the present-day production rate is, however, not relevant for this contribution. Although the highest production rates occur at high latitudes owing to the weak shielding of the cosmic ray flux by the Earth’s magnetic field, the highest 10Be fluxes to the Earth’s surface are observed in mid-latitudes owing to the maximum in stratospheric-tropospheric exchange [Lal and Peters, 1967; Field et al., 2006]. The 10Be is ultimately transferred from the atmosphere to the Earth’s surface by precipitation and dry deposition. In the ocean, the spatial variability of 10Be flux to the surface of the Earth is efficiently homogenized through water mass mixing. The stable isotope 9Be is a trace component in all continental rocks, which is released by weathering and transferred to the ocean predominantly via rivers. Despite a study suggesting that a large fraction of the riverine Be flux is immobilized in estuaries and does not reach the open ocean [Kusakabe et al., 1991] it is likely that the riverine transport of dissolved 9Be, together with 10Be originating from precipitation on the continents, is a major source of Be in the ocean. In the case of the Arctic Ocean, the importance of riverine inputs has recently been confirmed by clear evidence that a significant amount of the Be supplied by Siberian Rivers is in fact transported across the wide shelf areas to surface waters of the central Arctic basin (M. Frank et al., manuscript in preparation, 2008). Additional sources of 9Be are the partial dissolution of particulate material supplied by rivers or by eolian transport. The average 10Be residence time in the ocean is 500–1000 years resulting in relatively homogenous 10Be concentrations in Atlantic deep waters of 800–1000 atoms/g and up to 2000 atoms/g in the deep Pacific [Kusakabe et al., 1987, 1990; Measures et al., 1996]. This is a function of 10Be being released by remineralization and desorption processes and being added to deep waters as they age along the deep pathways of the global thermohaline circulation. 10Be is particle reactive, which is documented by its distinct depletion in oceanic surface waters and its systematic enrichment at depth [Kusakabe et al., 1987; Ku et al., 1990]. Because the residence time of 10Be allows its advection over large distances, 10Be is subject to a process called boundary scavenging, which describes the advective transfer of 10Be from areas of low particulate fluxes to high particle flux areas, where it is deposited in excess of its production rate [Anderson et al., 1990]. If mixing and residence times of water masses are short relative to the residence time, 10Be is a useful quasi-conservative tracer for water mass mixing, at least on ocean basin scales. [cf. Measures et al., 1996; Frank et al., 2002]. In the low particle flux environment of the Arctic Ocean, the use of 10Be as a tracer for surface water processes such as riverine inputs and sea ice melting is therefore possible (M. Frank et al., manuscript in preparation, 2008). Owing to the low particle fluxes and the sluggish exchange with the Atlantic Ocean reflected by 14C-based residence age estimates of the Arctic deep water masses on the order of 150–300 years in the Eurasian basin and 350–450 years in the Canada and Makarov basins [e.g., Schlosser et al., 1995], the modern Arctic deep water 10Be content, as well as the 10Be/9Be ratio below about 500 m water depth, are essentially homogenous at values of $500 \pm 100$ at/g and $7 \times 10^{-8}$, respectively [Strobl et al., 1999; M. Frank et al., manuscript in preparation, 2008].

[4] The 10Be has been used to constrain the stratigraphy of Late Quaternary sediments from the northern North Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean. This approach was developed for sediments that do not contain a lot of biogenic material or consist exclusively of detrital material. The stratigraphic information was derived from correlations of the pattern of variations in 10Be concentrations [Eisenhauer et al., 1994; Spielhagen et al., 1997; Aldahan et al., 1997]. These variations were caused by pronounced increases in accumulation of Ice Rafted Debris (IRD), mainly during glacial periods, which caused an increase in sedimentation rates and thus a dilution of the 10Be concentrations in the sediments. In the glacial Arctic Ocean this effect was amplified by an enhanced and extended sea ice cover, which prevented the atmospheric 10Be fallout from reaching the Arctic surface waters, thus also decreasing the flux of 10Be arriving at the Arctic sediments. Instead, sea ice transported a large fraction of the 10Be out of the Arctic Ocean through the Fram Strait into the North Atlantic [Eisenhauer et al., 1994]. The combination of these two effects led to pronounced minima of 10Be concentrations (approaching detection limits) in the glacial periods of the Late Quaternary.

[5] In the ACEX record, as well as in shorter piston cores from proximal sites on the Lomonosov Ridge (PS-2185; 96/12-1pc), the pronounced variability in coarse fraction content (>63 um) [Spielhagen et al., 1997, 2004; Jakobsson et al., 2001; Darby et al., 2006] and 10Be concentrations [Spielhagen et al., 1997, 2004] significantly decreases below 3–5 m depth. The first significant increase in coarse fraction content (occurring at ~4.70 mcd in the ACEX record) has been attributed to a massive influx of icebergs from the Barents-Kara shelf during Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 6 [Jakobsson et al., 2001; Spielhagen et al., 2004]. Sites on the Lomonosov Ridge shallower than the ACEX cores (above 1000 m water depth) even experienced erosion, most likely by a grounded ice sheet or by a massive armada of icebergs during the MIS 6 glaciation [Jakobsson et al., 2001; Polyak et al., 2001; Kristoffersen et al., 2004]. Below the major MIS 6 coarse-grained layer serving as a stratigraphic marker in the ACEX record, as well as cores 96/12-PC and PS-2185, grain size variations are less pronounced. Low 10Be concentrations and 10Be fluxes similar to glacial stages in the sections older than MIS 6 clearly document that sea ice cover exerted a strong control on 10Be deposition.

[6] Initial attempts to interpret an apparent overall decrease of the 10Be concentrations with depth in the upper 5–10 m of the microfossil-poor Arctic sediments in terms of radioactive decay of 10Be, such as in core PS 2185 from the Lomonosov Ridge, resulted in very low average sedimentation rates on the order of 0.5 cm/ka [Spielhagen et al., 1997]. These estimates were consistent with low sedimentation rates obtained by 14C dating for the uppermost 25 cm in a number of central Arctic sediment cores [Nørgaard-Pedersen et al., 1998]. For sediments deposited prior to the Holocene, these rates were later shown to be unrealistically low and were independently constrained to be quite variable.
but on average on the order of 1.8 cm/ka on the Lomonosov Ridge [Jakobsson et al., 2000, 2001; Spielhagen et al., 2004; Backman et al., 2004]. This evidence strongly suggested that the 30–40% down-core decrease of the maxima in $^{10}$Be concentration was caused by pronounced variability of sedimentary parameters in the upper 5 m and a more continuous sea ice cover below. The reduced variability in sedimentary parameters suggests that relatively constant $^{10}$Be concentrations are expected below ~4.70 mcd, allowing accurate dating of the ACEX sediments via decay of $^{10}$Be, similar to an early study by Bourliès et al. [1989] on a red clay sediment core from the central Pacific Ocean. This method was shown to provide reliable average sedimentation rates for long sedimentary sequences. However, the method was not applied at many other locations than the one in the central Pacific Ocean, because in sediments with regular pelagic sedimentation rates, abundant microfossils, biostratigraphy and oxygen isotope stratigraphy provide a much more differentiated and better resolved picture of the late Neogene sedimentation. In addition the variability of the $^{10}$Be concentrations in such sediments is generally very high causing too much scatter for accurate dating [e.g., Aldahan and Possnert, 2000].

In this study we establish a chronology for the upper 151 m of the ACEX sediment cores based on the radioactive decay of $^{10}$Be. From a shallower location further toward the Siberian Continental Margin on the Lomonosov Ridge (Figure 1), which has experienced ice erosion during MIS 6, we apply $^{10}$Be dating to estimate the thickness of the sediment cover that was removed by the grounded ice. Finally we investigate oceanographic and paleomagnetic influences on the $^{10}$Be deposition in the ACEX core and based on the $^{10}$Be data we provide evidence for the stability of the depositional environment above the Lomonosov Ridge over the past 12.3 Ma.

2. Material and Methods

The upper 200 m of the ACEX (IODP Leg 302) sediments (a composite of Holes 2A: 139°21.901'E, 87°55.271'N, 1209 m water depth, and 4C: 136°11.381'E, 87°52.065'N, 1288 m water depth; Figure 1) are almost completely barren of biostratigraphic marker species and only allow a few, poorly resolved age/depth constraints.

Figure 1. Bathymetric map of the eastern and central Arctic Ocean with the locations of the sediment cores of this study and of previous studies discussed here. MJR denotes the Morris Jesup Rise, and YP denotes the Yermak Plateau.
31 samples of the upper 152 m of the ACEX sediment cores (Table 1) were taken for Be isotope analyses roughly every 5 m. The samples were dried, homogenized, and subjected to an established procedure base on leaching with 6M HCl for the extraction of 10Be from marine sediments [Henken-Mellies et al., 1990; Frank et al., 1994]. For the measurement of the 10Be concentration by isotope dilution a known amount of a 9Be carrier was added prior to leaching and purification of the Be. The 10Be concentrations were measured at the Zu¨rich AMS facility of the Paul Scherrer Institute and the ETH Zu¨rich, Switzerland. The 10Be/9Be ratios that were measured at the accelerator for determination of the 10Be concentrations were normalized to the internal standard S555 with a nominal 10Be/9Be ratio of 95.5 \pm 1.0. The 1s statistical uncertainties of individual 10Be measurements take into account both the counting statistics of the 10Be “events” and the reproducibility of repeated measurements, which were performed for each sample. In addition to these 31 samples, 2 samples from 270.28 and 368.68 mcd were included in order to constrain background 10Be concentrations arising from potential contaminations during sample handling, which turned out to be indistinguishable from the chemistry blanks measured.

Table 1. The 10Be and 9Be Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Description</th>
<th>Age, Ma</th>
<th>10Be, \times 10^7 atoms/g, ±1σ S.E.</th>
<th>9Be, ppb</th>
<th>10Be/9Be, \times 10^{-12}, ±1σ S.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>302/4C/1/2W/80 – 82</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>22.55 ± 0.68</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>38.49 ± 1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302/4C/1/2W/130 – 132</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>84.69 ± 2.55</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>85.57 ± 2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302/4C/2/4W/86 – 88</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>20.15 ± 0.61</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>34.45 ± 1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302/4C/3/2W/123 – 125</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>18.85 ± 0.61</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>31.35 ± 1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302/4C/4/2W/22 – 25</td>
<td>14.31</td>
<td>19.84 ± 0.69</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>41.08 ± 1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302/4C/3/2W/60 – 62</td>
<td>16.19</td>
<td>15.46 ± 0.50</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>32.37 ± 1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/5/2W/0 – 2</td>
<td>21.93</td>
<td>14.18 ± 0.50</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>16.64 ± 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/6/1W/24 – 26</td>
<td>24.86</td>
<td>19.23 ± 0.58</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>21.25 ± 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/7/2W/24 – 26</td>
<td>30.86</td>
<td>13.41 ± 0.49</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>13.33 ± 0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/8/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>35.62</td>
<td>9.65 ± 0.35</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/9/2W/56 – 58</td>
<td>39.12</td>
<td>8.30 ± 0.30</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>10.52 ± 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/10/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>43.76</td>
<td>5.96 ± 0.28</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>7.66 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/11/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>48.19</td>
<td>4.73 ± 0.25</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>6.35 ± 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/12/3W/33 – 34</td>
<td>52.84</td>
<td>5.44 ± 0.23</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>5.76 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/14/1W/80 – 82</td>
<td>60.80</td>
<td>4.00 ± 0.19</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>5.04 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/15/1W/30 – 32</td>
<td>65.30</td>
<td>3.33 ± 0.16</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>4.88 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/16/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>71.54</td>
<td>3.67 ± 0.17</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>4.11 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/17/1W/108 – 110</td>
<td>75.08</td>
<td>2.84 ± 0.14</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>4.45 ± 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/18/2W/2 – 4</td>
<td>79.47</td>
<td>6.52 ± 0.21</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>7.08 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/20/1W/70 – 72</td>
<td>86.90</td>
<td>2.44 ± 0.14</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>3.05 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/21/1W/78 – 80</td>
<td>91.98</td>
<td>2.27 ± 0.11</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>2.88 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/23/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>102.39</td>
<td>1.23 ± 0.07</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1.79 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/24/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>108.39</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.06</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1.48 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/25/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>112.90</td>
<td>2.20 ± 0.11</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>2.48 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/26/2W/56 – 58</td>
<td>117.26</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.04</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/27/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>122.40</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.06</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/29/2W/70 – 72</td>
<td>130.40</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.04</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/30/2W/78 – 80</td>
<td>135.49</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.04</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/32/1W/74 – 76</td>
<td>140.44</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.04</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/33/2W/78 – 80</td>
<td>147.29</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.03</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/34/2W/78 – 80</td>
<td>151.28</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.03</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302A/4/2W/72 – 74</td>
<td>270.28</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>blank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69/09-1pc</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>69.81 ± 2.10</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>57.20 ± 1.72</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>82.17 ± 3.05</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>71.56 ± 2.15</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>116.30 ± 3.50</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>35.14 ± 1.42</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiatus</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>3.26 ± 0.19</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.58 ± 0.18</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.24 ± 0.15</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[9] The second core subject of this study, 96/09-1pc (143°26.62’E, 86°24.87’N, 927 m water depth, total recovery 270 cm), was retrieved with the Swedish icebreaker Oden during the Arctic Ocean-96 expedition arranged by the Swedish Polar Research Secretariat [Backman et al., 1997]. This core experienced erosion by grounded ice during MIS 6, which is reflected by a hiatus of unknown duration at 170 cm core depth, clearly identifiable by sedimentological and physical parameters [Jakobsson et al., 2001]. In order to determine the duration of the hiatus, 10Be concentrations were
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Figure 2. The 10Be concentrations (×10^7 atoms/g) against depth in core 96/09-1pc (centimeters). Error bars denote the 1σ statistical uncertainties of the AMS measurements. The vertical grey line denotes the depth of a hiatus caused by ice erosion identified previously on the basis of sedimentary parameters [Jakobsson et al., 2001]. The grey horizontal bars denote the average value and the lower limit for the 10Be concentrations above the hiatus, which were applied to estimate durations of the hiatus of 5.4 and 6.7 Ma.

measured on a total of 9 samples distributed above and below the hiatus.

[10] For the ACEX core, concentrations of stable 9Be were extracted from the same sediment samples as those measured for 10Be using a weak leaching procedure involving hydrox-
amine hydrochloride [Bayon et al., 2002; Gutjahr et al., 2007]. This procedure is supposed to selectively dissolve the authigenic (bottom water water-derived) trace metal fraction from marine sediments located in thin early diagenetic ferromanganese coatings. The data were acquired at the ICPMS-Laboratory of the Institute of Geosciences, University of Kiel, using an AGILENT 7500cs ICP-MS instrument following established standard procedures [Garbe-Schönberg, 1993]. Repeat measurements of samples processed separately through the leaching procedure indicate a 1σ reproducibility of 5%. The 10Be/9Be values calculated from these data do not represent true seawater ratios because the 10Be and 9Be concentrations were not measured on aliquots of the same leaching solutions. The calculated ratios do serve, however, to eliminate dilution effects by short-term changes in sedimentation rates and changes in the grain size (IRD inputs) of the sediments.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Core 96/09-1pc: Estimation of Sediment Removal by Ice Erosion

[11] The 10Be concentrations above 170 cm of core 96/09-
1pc vary between values of 35 and 116 × 10^7 at/g, which is
the same range as observed in other central Arctic records [Spielhagen et al., 1997, 2004]. The lowest value of 35 × 10^7 at/g is found immediately above the hiatus and is very similar to the average value of the ACEX core (see below) and thus indicates similar sedimentation conditions. Below the hiatus, the 10Be concentrations drop to values between 3.2 and 2.2 × 10^7 at/g (Figure 2). The difference between the 10Be concentrations above and below the hiatus corresponds to the time it took to accumulate the sediments that during MIS 6 were removed by ice erosion, assuming that the sedimentation rates and thus the dilution effects for the 10Be concentrations were the same before and after the erosional event. This may not have been exactly the case because sedimentation conditions may have changed during the period of time corresponding to the hiatus, but it is the best estimate based on the available data. We used a value of 3 × 10^7 at/g below the hiatus and two different initial 10Be concentrations above the hiatus for the calculation of the timing of the hiatus: (case a) the average value for the upper 170 cm of the core (70 × 10^7 at/g) and (case b) the data point immediately above the hiatus (Figure 2). The resulting duration of the hiatus is 6.7 Ma in case a and 5.4 Ma in case b. In view of its position directly above the hiatus and the similarity to the average (decay-corrected) 10Be concentrations of the ACEX core we regard case b to be more realistic than case a. This implies that the age of 5.4 Ma immediately below the hiatus in core 96/09-1pc corresponds to about 80 mcd in the ACEX core. Consequently, if the sedimentation rates at the site of 96/09-1pc were similar to the ACEX core, then ~80 m of previously deposited sediment were removed by ice erosion. Subbottom profiles and side scan data acquired during the SCICEX 1999 expedition with US nuclear submarine Hawkhill show that these eroded sediments were accumulated in the Makarov Basin [Jakobsson et al., 2008]. Erosion of as much as 80 m of the ridge stratigraphy corresponds to approximately double the previous estimations of 35–37 m by Jakobsson et al. [2001], which were based on shear strength measurements and consolidation tests of sediment samples below the hiatus. Only if the sedimentation rates at the location of core 96/09-1pc were about half those of the ACEX core (i.e., on the order of 7 m/Ma), for which there is no independent evidence, the previous estimations would apply. Despite these uncertainties on the exact thickness, the 10Be data provide clear and independent evidence for the removal of large amounts of sediment by ice erosion from sites shallower than 1000 m on the Lomonosov Ridge corresponding to at least 5 Ma of sedimentation history.

3.2. Dating of the ACEX Sediments

[12] The 10Be concentration of 22.5 × 10^7 at/g of the uppermost data point at 2.31 mcd is within the range of the glacial 10Be concentrations in other Late Quaternary sediment cores from the Arctic Ocean [Spielhagen et al., 1997, 2004; Nowaczyk et al., 2001] indicating similar sedimentation conditions. Within some scatter, the 10Be concentrations show a clear exponential decrease with depth (Figure 3). An exponential fit to the data between 2.3 and 135.5 mcd results in a correlation coefficient (r^2)
The uncertainty estimated for this sedimentation rate is on the order of ±1 m/Ma considering the uncertainty of the half-life [Hofmann et al., 1987] and the scatter of the data, but does not include the additional uncertainty introduced by a potentially different half-life of 10Be [Fink and Smith, 2007; Nishizumi et al., 2007]. In view of potential short-term changes in sedimentation, such as pulses of IRD supply, and the superimposed variability of the 10Be production rate, this is already a well-constrained result and suggests in turn that the sedimentation conditions must have been quite invariable for this interval in the core. There are, however, three distinct maximum values far above the fit at 4.64, 79.47, and 112.9 mcd, which may reflect sedimentation conditions similar to interglacial stages allowing for larger amounts of 10Be to be transferred to the sediments. Comparison with the late Quaternary high-resolution 10Be record of nearby sediment core PS2185 on the Lomonosov Ridge [Spielhagen et al., 1997, 2004] suggests that there are most likely also sections with higher 10Be concentrations in the interglacial sections of the uppermost 3–4 m of the ACEX core, which were not captured by our coarse resolution sampling (see also section 3.4 for further discussion). Significant deviations toward low values were not found. Omitting those three depths from the fitting procedure (Figure 3), the correlation coefficient is even higher ($r^2 = 0.982$) whereas the resulting sedimentation rate is essentially the same (15.9 m/Ma).

[15] Between 135.5 and 140.4 mcd, a marked step in the 10Be concentrations is observed, which either corresponds to a drop in sedimentation rates to values as low as 2.25 m/Ma, which is unlikely in view of the invariable sediment composition across this section, or to a hiatus with a duration of ~2.2 Ma (Figure 3). The lowermost three data points can again be fitted, within their already relatively large statistical uncertainties, by a line with a slope corresponding to the same sedimentation rate as above 135.5 mcd. On the basis of the information on the sedimentation rate and the hiatus derived above, this results in ages of 8.7 Ma at 135.5 m depth above the hiatus and 11.6 Ma at the deepest reliable data point at 151.3 mcd.

[14] To reduce the scatter of the down-core decrease in the 10Be data and to eliminate potential major pulses of coarse grained material or sudden changes in sedimentation rate, we normalized the 10Be concentrations to the sand and clay contents of the same sample depths. This normalization (not shown), did not further reduce the already relatively small scatter or improve the fit. The variability in sand and clay content is generally small for the depths in core nearest to our samples (varying between 7 and 18% for sand content and 28% and 40% for clay), which suggests, in accordance with the conclusion above, that the sedimentation conditions did not change a lot during the period covered by the section between 5 and 150 mcd of the ACEX core and that the 10Be variability was not caused by major changes in sedimentary parameters.

[15] It might be argued that the leaching method we applied instead of a total dissolution of the samples did not release all the seawater-derived 10Be. Clearly all this 10Be is either adsorbed to particles or contained within early diagenetic Mn-Fe coatings of the sediment particles. The chemical properties of Be strongly suggest that 10Be must essentially be completely removed from the sediments in a 6M HCl leach unless some very refractory phases such as phosphates were formed during diagenesis within the sediment column. It is, however, unlikely that such phases formed in the Neogene section of the ACEX sediments because the amount of organic carbon supplied has always been very low during this period of time. In fact, as evident from studies reconstructing the past Nd and Pb isotope composition of Arctic bottom waters from early diagenetic Mn-Fe coatings of the sediment particles [Haley et al., 2008a, 2008b], these Arctic Ocean sediments of the Lomonosov Ridge are very reliable archives for authigenic metals, including Be, because the low organic carbon deposition allowed the presence of oxygen in the entire Neogene sediment section.

[16] The applied leaching method has been used in numerous other studies [e.g., Eisenhauer et al., 1994; Frank et al., 1997, 2000; Christl et al., 2003, 2007], in which marine sediments were successfully leached in order to work with the 10Be as tracer for marine processes or as tracer for past magnetic field intensity. In particular, Frank et al. [2000] using the above leaching method, combined their data with complete dissolution data from the same area [Kumar et al., 1995], which gave consistent results. In fact it
was even possible to spot a spike calibration problem by comparing the two data sets [Frank et al., 2000]. This suggests that the amount of $^{10}$Be that was not removed by the leaching method from these Southern Ocean sediments must have been small.

[17] It cannot be completely excluded that a certain fraction of the $^{10}$Be is not released from other sediments applying our method, which, however, is not expected to influence the reliability of the developed chronostatigraphy of the ACEX sediments. Given that the sediment composition that did not vary to a large extent, as described above, it is not expected that the fraction of released $^{10}$Be changed throughout the core. In fact, there is only one unlikely case, how the average sedimentation rates estimated from the decrease of the $^{10}$Be data, could have been altered by an incomplete release of $^{10}$Be from the sediments: The $^{10}$Be released from the sediments must have systematically and continuously increased or decreased with depth in core to mimic an exponential decrease. This is by all means extremely unlikely but if it indeed happened a coinciding systematic change in authigenic $^9$Be concentrations would have to be observable as well, given that both Be isotopes behave chemically identical once deposited in the sediments. This is not the case (see below). In addition, the potential influence of diagenetic fronts would be reflected in simultaneous well-defined step changes of the concentrations of both Be isotopes, which are also not observed (see Figures 3 and 4).

[18] In order to further constrain the causes for the occurrence of the $^{10}$Be peaks and to remove scatter of the down-core decrease, the $^{10}$Be concentrations were normalized to the authigenic $^9$Be concentrations obtained on the same samples (Figure 4). The $^9$Be data do not show a large variability (roughly a factor of 2 in total) but overall lower values around 80–90 ppb (1E-9 g/g; note that this is not an absolute concentration but only the Be content in the leach solution) are observed in the uppermost 20 m of the sediments, only interrupted by a higher value of 165 ppb at 4.64 mcd. Below 20 mcd the $^9$Be concentrations are generally higher (between 120 and 170 ppb) with a peak at 35.6 mcd. Comparison of the $^{10}$Be and $^9$Be concentrations shows that the $^{10}$Be maximum at 4.64 mcd coincides with an average $^9$Be concentration. This does not point to a diminished sedimentation rate, which is not surprising in view of the fact that this sample is from a section containing increased amounts of coarse grained material (glacial conditions). The correlation of the exponential fit with the $^{10}$Be/$^9$Be ratio (Figure 5) including all data above 135.5 mcd is improved compared with that to the $^{10}$Be concentrations ($r^2 = 0.94$), which is mainly caused by the reduction, but not the removal of the maximum at 4.64 m depth. The resulting average sedimentation rate is 14.5 m/Ma. Excluding the three maxima described above, gives an improved fit ($r^2 = 0.97$) but exactly the same sedimentation rate. We therefore adopted this sedimentation rate of 14.5 m/Ma for establishing the chronostatigraphy of the ACEX core in the uppermost 151.3 m. This results in an age of 9.4 Ma at 135.5 m depth above the hiatus, 11.6 Ma below the hiatus at 140.4 mcd, and 12.3 Ma at 151.3 mcd. We infer that the age estimate down to 151.3 m is reliable to within ±1 Ma, an absolute concentration but only the Be content in the leach solution) are observed in the uppermost 20 m of the sediments, only interrupted by a higher value of 165 ppb at 4.64 mcd. Below 20 mcd the $^9$Be concentrations are generally higher (between 120 and 170 ppb) with a peak at 35.6 mcd. Comparison of the $^{10}$Be and $^9$Be concentrations shows that the $^{10}$Be maximum at 4.64 mcd coincides with an average $^9$Be concentration. This does not point to a diminished sedimentation rate, which is not surprising in view of the fact that this sample is from a section containing increased amounts of coarse grained material (glacial conditions). The correlation of the exponential fit with the $^{10}$Be/$^9$Be ratio (Figure 5) including all data above 135.5 mcd is improved compared with that to the $^{10}$Be concentrations ($r^2 = 0.94$), which is mainly caused by the reduction, but not the removal of the maximum at 4.64 m depth. The resulting average sedimentation rate is 14.5 m/Ma. Excluding the three maxima described above, gives an improved fit ($r^2 = 0.97$) but exactly the same sedimentation rate. We therefore adopted this sedimentation rate of 14.5 m/Ma for establishing the chronostatigraphy of the ACEX core in the uppermost 151.3 m. This results in an age of 9.4 Ma at 135.5 m depth above the hiatus, 11.6 Ma below the hiatus at 140.4 mcd, and 12.3 Ma at 151.3 mcd. We infer that the age estimate down to 151.3 m is reliable to within ±1 Ma, an
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**Figure 4.** Leached $^9$Be concentrations in ppb against depth in the ACEX core (mcd).
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**Figure 5.** The $^{10}$Be/$^9$Be $(\times 10^{-9})$ against depth in the ACEX core (mcd). Error bars are a combination of the 1σ statistical uncertainties of the AMS 10Be-measurements and an approximate 1σ error of the $^9$Be measurements of 5%. The solid line represents an exponential fit to all data of the upper 135.5 m, whereas the dashed line represents a fit excluding significantly higher values at 4.64, 79.47, and 112.9 mcd. The correlation coefficients ($r^2$) are 0.94 and 0.972, respectively. The average sedimentation rate of 14.5 m/Ma obtained by the two fits is identical and was applied for dating the ACEX core. The grey bar between 135.5 and 140.4 mcd indicates the presence of a hiatus of about 2.2 Ma duration.
uncertainty mainly caused by the remaining scatter of the data and the uncertainty of the 1.51 million year half-life of \textsuperscript{10}Be if we only include the uncertainty given by Hofmann et al. [1987]. The inferred average sedimentation rate is in good agreement with the few biostratigraphic markers available (mainly dinoflagellate cysts) and serves as the basis for the Neogene stratigraphy of the ACEX record (see Backman et al. [2008] for more details).

On the basis of the chronostratigraphy obtained, \textsuperscript{10}Be concentrations and \textsuperscript{10}Be/\textsuperscript{9}Be are corrected for decay (Figure 6). The overall variability of the data besides the peaks is relatively small. The initial \textsuperscript{10}Be concentrations of the three pronounced maxima range between 80 and \(92 \times 10^7\) atoms/g, which is similar to interglacial values found in Late Quaternary central Arctic cores [Spielhagen et al., 1997, 2004; Nowaczyk et al., 2001]. The uppermost sample at 2.31 mcd and the youngest of the three maxima at 4.64 mcd are located in a section of the ACEX core that cannot be dated by simple application of the average sedimentation rate of 14.5 m/Ma. A detailed stratigraphic correlation of lithological and physical parameters to the well-dated cores PS-2185 and 96-12-PC on the Lomonosov Ridge was carried out instead [O'Regan et al., 2008], because in the upper 5 m of the sediment cover, the sedimentation rates were certainly not constant in view of the large changes in grain size and \textsuperscript{10}Be concentrations in the previously studied cores [Spielhagen et al., 1997, 2004; Jakobsson et al., 2001]. The uppermost sample is therefore placed in the middle of MIS 4 at 65 ka, which has an uncertainty not larger than ±5 ka constrained by the duration of MIS 4. The \textsuperscript{10}Be peak at 4.64 mcd falls into the very beginning of the pronounced ‘glacial’ period that corresponds to MIS 6 and an age of \(\approx 185\) ka is assigned. Given that the sample is clearly from the very beginning of MIS 6, this age is quite narrowly constrained (±5 ka, given that it cannot be older than 190 ka). The ages of the two other deeper maxima are 5.5 Ma and 7.8 Ma.

3.3. Influence of Variations of Past Magnetic Field Intensity

Changes in \textsuperscript{10}Be production rate may have altered the \textsuperscript{10}Be deposition rates between factors of 0.8 and 2.2 times the modern value [Lal and Peters, 1967; Masarik and Beer, 1999]. Previous studies have demonstrated from various archives such as marine sediments, coral cores, and ice cores that maxima in global cosmogenic nuclide production on the 1000-year timescale corresponded to minima in the intensity of the geomagnetic dipole field of the Earth [e.g., Frank et al., 1997; Bard, 1998; Baumgartner et al., 1998; Christl et al., 2003]. The peaks in \textsuperscript{10}Be deposition may thus have been caused by minima in geomagnetic field intensity. It has recently been shown that the \textsuperscript{10}Be production signal related to geomagnetic excursions is recorded without offsets in high sedimentation rate locations, whereas in low sedimentation rate environments, such as the central Arctic Ocean, there are lags between the \textsuperscript{10}Be and paleointensity signals caused by the residence time of \textsuperscript{10}Be and the lock-in-depth of the magnetic signal [McHargue and Donahue, 2005; Knudsen et al., 2008]. For the ACEX sediments a discontinuous record of magnetic field intensity is available (J. King et al., manuscript in preparation, 2008). The acquisition of a reliable paleointensity record at such high latitudes is not trivial owing to steep field lines and potential changes in magnetic mineral composition. In addition, there is also evidence that as yet unidentified postdepositional diageneric processes, most likely not linked to redox-driven by oxygen consumption given the very low organic carbon input and content, were active, which affected both the
direction and intensity derived from the magnetic signal (J. King et al., manuscript in preparation, 2008). This is evident in some unrealistically high peaks in the field intensity record as well as some clear steps in the raw magnetic signals. We have nevertheless tried to estimate the influence of 10Be production rate changes in our record by internally normalizing the available NRM/ARM values to achieve a relative paleointensity record that can be used to calculate production rate-corrected 10Be concentrations and 10Be/9Be. In order to account for the effects of lock-in-depth, we calculated average paleointensity values (case a) from 2 cm above to 10 cm below each 10Be data point, (case b) from the depth of the 10Be data point to 25 cm below, and (case c) between 10 to 15 cm below each 10Be data point. These were translated into relative production rate changes of 10Be following the relationship of Masarik and Beer [1999] and were then used as correction factors for each 10Be/9Be value.

The corrected data show a slight increase in scatter from an exponential decrease of the 10Be/9Be values with depth. This is illustrated by the lower correlation coefficients for cases a, $r^2 = 0.92$; case b, $r^2 = 0.88$; and case c, $r^2 = 0.94$. The estimates for the average sedimentation rates have remained within error the same as prior to the correction (case a, 14.2 m/Ma; case b, 15.4 m/Ma; and case c, 14.9 m/Ma). This either suggests that production rate variations did not cause the scatter of the 10Be data or that the uncertainties introduced by the quality of the paleointensity data and by the unknown lock-in-depth of the paleointensity signal in the low sedimentation rate ACEX core are too large to achieve a reliable correction for production rate changes. We will therefore stick to the sedimentation rate obtained from the non–production rate corrected 10Be/9Be data. Despite these uncertainties, the correction should remove the three large 10Be maxima if they were indeed caused by a peak in 10Be production rate. In Figure 7 the production corrected initial 10Be/9Be values are plotted versus age for cases a and b (case c looks very similar to case a and is therefore not included in Figure 7). It is immediately obvious that the production correction substantially decreased or even removed the 10Be/9Be peak at 4.64 mcd corresponding to an age of 185 ± 5 ka. Despite the fact that these corrections cannot be considered quantitative, the size and timing of the peak strongly suggest that the 10Be peak corresponds to the pronounced Iceland Basin magnetic excursion, which occurred between 186 and 189 ka [Channell et al., 1997; Channell, 1999; Knudsen et al., 2006] and which has also been observed in numerous records of 10Be deposition [e.g., Frank et al., 1997; Knudsen et al., 2006]. The other two 10Be maxima corresponding to ages of 5.5 and 7.8 Ma are not removed by the production rate correction, which suggests that they must have been caused by a different process, most likely reduced sea ice cover during warmer periods enabling increased 10Be fluxes to the seafloor.

3.4. Implications for the Evolution of Arctic Sea Ice Cover and Climate

[22] Only for two down-core samples the 10Be concentrations were elevated to levels comparable to interglacial values recorded in other sediment cores from the Lomonosov Ridge (the sample at 185 ka was most likely caused by increased 10Be production, as described above). This suggests that the conditions for 10Be deposition recorded by the ACEX sediments were only rarely similar to the last two interglacial periods over the past 12.3 Ma. Owing to our coarse sample resolution, however, it may be that other short periods of elevated 10Be input occurred that we missed. In contrast, the 10Be deposition rate, which is a
combination of continental and atmospheric inputs into the surface ocean, remained at low levels, most likely predominantly controlled by a continuous sea ice cover [see also Darby et al., 2008; Krylov et al., 2008]. This is confirmed by calculating an average $^{10}$Be flux into the sediments for the past 12.3 Ma. Applying an average $^{10}$Be concentration of $3.8 \times 10^7$ at/g and a dry bulk density between 1.2 and 1.3 g/cm$^3$ [Backman et al., 2006], the average $^{10}$Be flux into the sediments amounted to $0.6 - 0.7 \times 10^7$ at/cm$^2$ ka excluding the three maxima. This is at the lower end of global production rate estimates (see section 1) and agrees with the modeled low $^{10}$Be deposition rates in high latitudes [Field et al., 2006]. It also agrees well with previous estimates of glacial $^{10}$Be deposition rates in the Arctic Ocean [Eisenhauer et al., 1994; Spielhagen et al., 2004].

For this comparison it also needs to be taken into account that the intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field was on average lower by 32% during the past 5 Ma and even lower by about 50% for the period between 5 and 160 Ma [Juarez and Tauxe, 2000]. This resulted in $^{10}$Be production rates which were higher by 15–25% for this period of time and suggests that the $^{10}$Be flux arriving at the Arctic sediments was even more than a factor of 2 lower than today for most of the past 12.3 Ma. Similarly low $^{10}$Be fluxes have been interpreted as a consequence of efficient $^{10}$Be export to the North Atlantic via sea ice and are consistent with the interpretation of a largely sea-ice covered Arctic Ocean over the past 12.3 Ma. The peaks in $^{10}$Be deposition are consequently ascribed to relatively short periods of warmer climate conditions, during which a diminished sea ice cover allowed larger fluxes of $^{10}$Be not only originating from the atmosphere but also from riverine inputs to arrive at the sediments of the Arctic Ocean.

In contrast to the existence of at least two marked peaks, there is no indication for extreme minima caused by dilution events of the $^{10}$Be concentrations by IRD to concentrations of $1 \times 10^7$ at/g or even below detection limits. These events are only observed for parts of the most recent two glacial periods in the uppermost 3 m of other Late Quaternary sediment cores from the Lomonosov Ridge [Spielhagen et al., 1997, 2004; Jakobsson et al., 2000]. In accordance with these previous studies, this clearly suggests that the sedimentary processes and underlying climatic conditions prevailing during the past 200 ka were substantially different compared with the entire Neogene between 16 Ma and 200 ka. This is remarkable in view of the fact that major global cooling started at about 14 Ma and that the major onset of Northern Hemisphere Glaciation started at 2.7 Ma and there is no reason to assume that the conditions were substantially different prior to 200 ka, at least for the past 2.7 Ma. Apparently land-based ice sheets on Siberia, Canada and Greenland or grounded ice shelves in Siberia prior to about 200 ka did not supply as much coarse grai nd IRD to the centre of the Arctic Ocean as thereafter, the reason of which remains elusive. The QUEEN project reconstructions of the Barents-Kara ice sheet suggest that the ice sheet of MIS 6 was the largest during the Quaternary in this area, which extended to the shelf edge [Svendsen et al., 2004]. The extensive ice erosion on the central Lomonosov Ridge has been attributed to this ice sheet [Jakobsson et al., 2001]. Mapped glaciogenic features, i.e., flutes and megascale glacial lineations, on the Lomonosov Ridge and Chukchi Borderland suggest that thick ice shelves were a prominent component of the MIS 6 glaciation [Jakobsson et al., 2008], but it is unclear why similarly large ice sheets did not exist prior to MIS 6, as suggested by the ACEX record.

4. Conclusions

The exponential decrease of the $^{10}$Be/$^{9}$Be data with depth obtained in this study allows the establishment of a chronostratigraphy of the ACEX cores for the past 12.3 Ma, which is in agreement with the few available biostratigraphic constraints, mainly dinoflagellate cysts [Backman et al., 2008]. The average sedimentation rate inferred from the $^{10}$Be/$^{9}$Be data is 14.5 m/Ma, for which an uncertainty of $\pm 1$ m/Ma is estimated. This rate further corroborates that sedimentation rates on the Lomonosov Ridge of the Arctic Ocean have not been lower than in pelagic sedimentation regimes of other ocean basins. A step in the $^{10}$Be data between 135 and 140 mcd indicates the presence of a previously unidentified hiatus of about 2.2 Ma duration. The age-corrected data and average $^{10}$Be fluxes indicate a largely stable depositional regime under a continuous sea ice cover for most of the past 12.3 Ma, which was similar to glacial conditions of the Late Quaternary, although extreme dilution events with coarse grai ned IRD from the surrounding continental landmasses such as during the glacial periods of the past 200 ka are not observed in the Neogene $^{10}$Be record. Three pronounced peaks of $^{10}$Be concentrations and $^{10}$Be/$^{9}$Be, which are similar in amplitude to expected interglacial values, occurred at $\sim 185$ ka, 5.5 Ma and 7.8 Ma. While the youngest peak was most likely caused by an increase in $^{10}$Be production rate during the Iceland Basin geomagnetic excursion, the two older ones are ascribed to short warmer periods with diminished sea ice cover, which allowed increased amounts of $^{10}$Be to reach the sediments of the Arctic Ocean.
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